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1.	 Introduction

As penetration of manufacturing and distribution indus-
tries in Asian developing countries that show rapid economic 
growth progresses in these years, logistics infrastructure that 
supports supply chain is being improved.

Asian developing countries attract foreign capital companies 
to large-scale industrial complexes and are proactively invest-
ing to improve and to expand logistics infrastructures includ-
ing ports, airports, railways and roads as well as to logistics 
strategy in the nation wide scale. These policies are expected 
to increase opportunities for employment by investing foreign 
exchange obtained by export policies to plant construction and 
improvement of infrastructures in the urban areas, to attract 
more companies by strengthening international competitive 
edge, and to further advance economic development by sup-
plying cheaper labor.

2.	 Logistics-related	Issues	in	Global	Supply	Chain

Fig. 1 and Table show, not only the overseas production 
rate but also the local procurement ratio has been increasing 
because of the further reduction of costs through foreign pro-
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Fig. 1 Transition of overseas production ratio of Japanese companies (manufacturing industry).

duction as globalization of businesses advances. While such 
situation poses urgent issues such as precise understanding 
and reduction of overseas logistics costs, excessive orders and 
surplus stock are generated because it is difficult to understand 
transportation status precisely and whether the cargo will ar-
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rive on schedule or not cannot be determined in particular for 
transportation of a longer lead time.

To solve these issues, it is needed to visualize logistics in 
order to reduce stock and global logistics costs for the entire 
SCM (Supply Chain Management) (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).

3.	 Logistics-related	Issues	in	Asian	Developing	Countries

As mentioned above, amidst of ever advancing “globaliza-
tion of logistics” as can be seen in shifting to overseas produc-
tion by manufacturing companies and globalization of procure-

Fig. 2 Needs for visualization of logistics.

Fig. 3 Results of questionnaire on logistics visualization needs.

Table Comparison of local and regional sales ratio and procurement from Japan.
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ment of materials, delay in transportation or non-delivery of 
goods will greatly and adversely influence on the production 
plans as well as business activities themselves.

In Asian developing countries in particular, precise estima-
tion of number days necessary for transportation has become 
extremely difficult due to prolonged transportation lead time 
depending on the congestion at the ports, ICD (Inland Con-
tainer Depot) or the customs as well as poor improvement of 
railways, roads or other infrastructures. 

Cargo owners are usually given no alternative but to use 
the cargo tracking service offered by logistics companies or to 
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(2) Late information of transportation status

Late notice of accident/delay information  makes 
delayed processes of recovery and higher costs (voices
of machine manufacturers).

(3) Non real-time information of stock during 

Excessive orders or surplus safety stock are to be
generated due to unknown arrival schedule of the
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(4) Not enough budget for system and operation cost 
of logistics solution

Individual systemization for each transportation 
session requires higher initial costs and longer process 
to introduce systems (voices of logistics companies)
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make inquiries directly to several companies in order to con-
firm the transportation status, which poses a great burden to 
owners. On the other hand, many of logistics companies direct-
ly contact the in-house relevant departments or related parties 
when they receive inquiries about the transportation status of 
the cargo from the owner. This poses issues such as necessity 
of longer time to confirm the logistics status making reply to 
the owner slow or increase in man-hour to handle inquiries be-
cause of the industry structure the most part of which consists 
of owner-operator truckers and smaller trucking companies.

4.	 What	the	Logistics	Visualization	System	Aims	to	

The “Logistics Visualization System” (hereafter, LVS) is the 
software developed by NEC based on the cloud service “Neo-
Sarf/Logistics” whose operation was started in Japan in 2012 
to support visualization of courses of logistics.

The extent of tracking services offered by logistics compa-
nies are limited to the contracted transportation service and, in 
international transportation with a longer lead time, multiple 
transportation means such as ocean, air, customs clearing, 
railways and trucking for domestic transportation are con-
currently used which often means that there are two or more 
logistics companies are involved and cargo owners are forced 
to confirm information about their cargoes with each of those 
companies as shown in Fig. 4. Cloud service has visualized 
the entire course of logistics for which only fragmentary infor-
mation was visible in the conventional services.

As the operation image in Fig. 5 shows, companies engaged 
in logistics can confirm the current status of cargoes almost in-
stantly by searching by any of “Container number,” “INVOICE 
number,” or “transportation order number” once this software 
has been introduced. Transportation companies will be able to 

quicken and improve efficiency of processing of inquiries from 
cargo owners as well as to process unexpected transportation 
delay more quickly. Enhanced visualization of cargoes and 
sharing of precise transportation information among transpor-
tation companies are expected to improve reloading between 
transportation processes or between companies thus shorter 
logistics lead time can be expected.

Cargo owners (manufacturers) can expect to improve pre-
cision of production plans and production efficiency with im-
proved supply chains by utilizing cargo status information and 
they can also expect to improve management indices through 
logistics cost reduction by optimizing stock (stock reduction) 
and shortening logistics lead time.

LVS also supports optional services including acceptance of 
transportation orders, function to centrally control warehousing, 
containers, stock, charge & payment, bidding by logistics com-
panies, simulation of route & charge, dynamic management by 

Fig. 4 What LVS aims to.

Fig. 5 Operation image of LVS.
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utilizing GPS positional information, or function to streamline 
driver operations by linkage with smart devices according to the 
development status of logistics in specific country to realize fur-
ther improvement of logistics services and improved efficiency 
of business meeting the different needs of different countries.

5.	 Functions	of	the	Logistics	Visualization	System

As Fig. 6 shows, LVS reviews the “history of logistics” 

until today in Japan and classifies the course of development 
of logistics into three periods: “Predawn period,” “Developing 
period,” and “Maturation period.” It has three menu systems 
based on the assumption that the development of logistics in 
Asian developing countries will follow the same process of 
development as Japan (Fig. 7).
(1) Basic Service

For developing countries whose logistics development 
level is in the “Predawn” period, two functions are avail-

Fig. 6 History of logistics in Japan.

Fig. 7 Overview of LVS functions.
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able: “Search” function that enables all users to utilize 
easy-to-use and reasonable cargo tracking services to 
obtain precise positional information and job information 
and a function to analyze collected information to deter-
mine a logistics service level.

(2) Standard Service
For developing countries whose logistics development 
level is in the developing period as well as for global 
companies whose level is in the maturation period, func-
tions are supplied to manage status on the logistics order 
basis, to manage payment and charge to reduce logistics 
costs and to implement just-in-time by improving work 
efficiency and shortening the lead time.

(3) Value Added Services
A bunch of value added services that support additional 
functions to meet changes in market needs in the future.

6.	 Features	of	the	Logistics	Visualization	System

(1) Continuity 
As described above, LVS strives to meet the latest market 
demands with optimal solutions for functional enhance-
ment that support customers and market sustainability. 
This responsiveness is made possible by NEC’s ready-
made logistics visualization solution. NEC continuously 
provides the best possible solutions that not only resolve 
current issues but also work towards bringing a brighter 
future for all.

(2) Reliability 
Visualization of the entire transportation process on the 
End to End basis means that LVS helps speed up the 
implementation process and optimize the entire logistics 
value chain with its wide-ranging experience in social 
infrastructure, ICT and networks. That can enhance reli-
ability of logistics in the nation-wide extent, grasp diverse 
market needs across countries/areas and attract foreign 
capital industries. Thus, LVS contributes to economic de-
velopment, to enhance national level logistics policies.

(3) Flexibility 
An optimal transportation data collection model can be 
offered through cooperation with local companies. LVS’s 
services range are from total system consultation to sys-
tem implementation and cover everything from upstream 
(data center, etc.) to uses of specific systems (EDI, RFID, 
GPS, image recognition, etc.).

7.	 Conclusion

LVS is a cloud business model that will be offered to cus-
tomers in cooperation with local capable service business 
partners taking activation of local business and regulations on 
local service companies in different countries into consider-

ation to cope with and support sophistication of logistics infra-
structure implemented as a result of governmental policies of 
Asian developing countries as well as logistics strategy such as 
industrial complexes, cooperative delivery centers, or logistics 
complexes (logistics parks).

By solving logistics-related issues in developing countries, 
supply chains can be optimized through the improvement of 
software-based logistics information network utilizing IT, in 
addition to the improvement of hardware-based logistics net-
work. LVS is a solution that develops as the sophistication and 
growth of logistics based on the long experience in Japan and 
know-how to continuously support development of logistics. 

This enables continued supply of services following the de-
velopment of logistics. 

In addition to LVS introduced in this paper, NEC also offers 
“image and weight based product inspection solution” that 
enables automatic inspection of foods, beverages, pharmaceu-
tical products and other solid items by employing the image 
recognition technology for the first time in the industry.

This solution uses NEC’s proprietary high speed, high preci-
sion image recognition technology and a weight scale, inspects 
products by checking against their image and weight information 
registered beforehand to instantly identify the type and quantity 
and thus improves product inspection efficiency on shipping 
while maintaining the inspection quality of inspection processes 
which have been carried out manually in many cases so far.

As can be seen in these efforts, NEC supplies and is com-
mitted to improve solutions to promote visualization of lo-
gistics, streamlining of works at actual logistics sites, and 
improvement of quality for the overall logistics-related work 
by combining actual results and experiences accumulated in 
many years and the latest ICT (Information and Communica-
tion Technology).
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